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QUESTION 1

You have configured your eight-node cluster to use the GRID Naming Service (GNS). The network administrator has
established a delegated subdomain for the cluster, which is MYCLUSTER.COMPANY.COM. DHCP has been
configured as that the cluster now manages IP addresses within it. 

Select three responses that describe the VIPs that will exist in this configuration. 

A. 1 GNS VIP 

B. 3 GNS VIPs 

C. 1 SCAN VIP 

D. 3 SCAN VIPs 

E. 3 Node VIPs 

F. 8 Node VIPs 

Correct Answer: ADF 

A: As part of the Grid Infrastructure installation process, optionally we can also provide Grid Naming Service (GNS)
information, which includes the GNS Sub Domain Name and the GNS VIP Address. 

Using GNS assumes that a DHCP server is running on the public network with enough available addresses to assign
the required IP addresses and the SCAN VIP. Only one static IP address is required to be configured and it should be in
the DNS domain. 

D: 

*

 The node VIP and the three SCAN VIPs are obtained from the DHCP server when using GNS. 

*

 RAC instances register to SCAN listeners as remote listeners. Oracle recommends assigning 3 addresses to SCAN,
which will create 3 SCAN listeners, though the cluster has got dozens of nodes.. SCAN is a domain name registered to
at least one and up to three IP addresses, either in DNS (Domain Name Service) or GNS (Grid Naming Service). The
SCAN must resolve to at least one address on the public network. For high availability and scalability, Oracle
recommends configuring the SCAN to resolve to three addresses. 

SCAN components in a cluster: 

SCAN Name 

SCAN IPs (3) 

SCAN Listeners (3) 

F: 

*
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 One VIP address for each node. 

*

 Node listeners on each node which connect clients to the chosen instance these listeners are not normally contacted by
the clients at the initial connection request and not referenced by the REMOTE_LISTENER parameter except for
upgraded RAC databases from prior releases. Each local listener also has a vip and these are examples of "LOCAL
RESOURCES" in the OCR. 

*

 The node VIP and the three SCAN VIPs are obtained from the DHCP server when using GNS. 

 

QUESTION 2

In the end of the database creation process using DBCA which two options can you choose from? 

A. Create database 

B. Generate database creation scripts 

C. Initialize the database instance 

D. Configure the database initialization parameters such as memory target, character set, etc. 

Correct Answer: AC 

Database Creation Options 

Check any of the following options for creating the database: 

*

 Create Database--Check to create your database at this time. 

*

 Save as a Database Template--Check to save the database definition as a template to use at another time. 

*

 Generate Database Creation Scripts--Check to generate a SQL database creation script that you can run at a later
time. Reference: Creating a Database with DBCA 

 

QUESTION 3

The Oracle Cluster Health Monitor can\\'t _________. 

A. Detect and analyze OS and duster resource for problems in Oracle Clusterware and RAC cluster 

B. Track OS resource consumption at each node, process, and device level continuously 

C. Be installed on Windows Server 20O3 SP1 
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D. Collect and analyze the cluster-wide data 

Correct Answer: C 

Incorrect: 

Oracle Cluster Health Monitor is designed to detect and analyze operating system (OS) and cluster resource related
degradation and failures in order to bring more explanatory power to many issues that occur in clusters where Oracle 

Clusterware and Oracle RAC are running such as node eviction. It continuously tracks the OS resource consumption at
each node, process, and device level. It collects and analyzes this cluster-wide data. In real time mode, when
thresholds 

are hit, an alert is shown to the operator. For root cause analysis, historical data can be replayed to understand what
was happening at the time of failure. 

 

QUESTION 4

What value uniquely identifies an instance in a RAC database? 

A. Location name 

B. Node hostname 

C. Listener and port 

D. SID 

E. VIP 

Correct Answer: D 

The Oracle SID uniquely identifies the Oracle RAC database instance on the node where the instance is running. 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to move a service from one instance to another. Which utility would you use? 

A. CVU 

B. SRVCTL 

C. CRSCTL 

D. OIFCFG 

Correct Answer: B 

The Server Control (SRVCTL) utility is installed on each node by default. You can use SRVCTL to start and stop the
database and instances, manage configuration information, and to move or remove instances and services. You can
also 

use SRVCTL to add services. SRVCTL also manages configuration information. 
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Incorrect: 

Not A: Cluster Verification Utility (CVU) 

A tool that verifies a wide range of Oracle RAC components such as shared storage devices, networking configurations,
system requirements, Oracle Clusterware, groups, and users. 

Not C: CRSCTL is an interface between you and Oracle Clusterware, parsing and calling Oracle Clusterware APIs for
Oracle Clusterware objects. 

You can use CRSCTL commands to perform several operations on Oracle Clusterware, such as: 

Starting and stopping Oracle Clusterware resources 

Enabling and disabling Oracle Clusterware daemons 

Checking the health of the cluster 

Managing resources that represent third-party applications Integrating Intelligent Platform Management Interface (IPMI)
with Oracle Clusterware to provide failure isolation support and to ensure cluster integrity 

Debugging Oracle Clusterware components 

Not D: The Oracle Interface Configuration Tool (OIFCFG) command-line interface helps you to define and administer
network interfaces. 
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